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Forget about whispering to horses, our author knows their language and talks to them. Almost

everyone has had a moment when they felt a connection to an animal, almost as if they were

communicating. According to animal communicator and author Marta Williams, they probably were.

Over the past 13 years, Marta has worked with clients (people and the animals in their lives) to

resolve behavior and training problems, find lost animals, assist animals that are ill or dying, and

help animals get along with each other. Her human clients have contacted her from all parts of the

globe, and her animal clients have included horses, dogs, and cats. In the course of her work, she

has come to believe that anyone can learn to communicate with animals and with nature, and this

inviting book teaches readers how they can use techniques and exercises to tune in and learn this

language.
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"... Williams embraces the topic with more fervor and depth, making Learning Their Language an

intriguing and mystical work. -- Best Friends Magazine Nov./Dec. 2003

"In our society's blinding addiction to reason, our intuition has nearly been extinguished. Allow the

message in this book to rekindle your inner connection with all life." &#x97; Julia Butterfly Hill,

activist and author of The Legacy of Luna and One Makes the Difference " Animals have senses

that transcend our five and it is within this realm that true communication with all life occurs. This



wonderful book by Marta Williams serves as verification of and instruction in the magical world of

animal communication." &#x97; Martin Goldstein, D.V.M., holistic veterinarian and author of The

Nature of Animal Healing

This book is a rare treat, both through its many touching stories and its how-to plan. Our cat has

become much more alert and attentive since the introduction of a two way communication. I had

intuitive experiences with animals before, but to realize that all of Nature is patiently waiting for

mankind to rejoin the plane of intuitive thought exchange is both eye-opening and humbling. Not

often does one find a book that contains within its pages the potential for a life-changing paradigm

shift.

I wanted to love this book because I love animals and the idea of communicating with them but I

found the book was not for the average person but rather for someone who already has "the gift" or

ability to communicate. But for the rest of us, it's giving instructions on how to communicate with

animals and sorry but I just can't do it even though I want to.

A good book, but Im still not a horse whisperer! If you want to get started, this is a good practical

guide.Arrived on time.

Gave it to my granddaughter, who has used it to communicate w/ the horses she works with, she

thinks it is an excellent book about this topic

Exactly the information I have been seeking. I like Marta Williams' approach to intuitive

communication. Easy to understand. Great exercises for practice. Well written.

I love this book! Haven't finished it yet but so far, it's wonderful! I'm hoping that I can communicate

better with my pets and any that I come in contact with. Marta Williams is a great writer. I

recommend this book to all.

This book was very informative, interesting, and entertaining. I have had pets all my life and they all

have distinct personalities and character. No one can tell me they do not have a soul! My cat tends

to my chronic pain needs, as have his predecessors. They add such richness to my life, and if I can

strive to better communicate with them, this book is at least a start. Excellent read.



I originall purchased this book not only to deepend my ability to understand my horses needs, but

because if I can figure out how to communicate with horses, I could try to communicate with my

teen son's. Well it works for horse's, dogs and cat's, teen's not so much. I purchased this for my

Kindle and Hard Cover, always have it with me. Very rewarding be able to understanda their

language and they me, horses that is.
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